For any graduating master degree (ScM) students. I verified with Sarah that our master students could be appropriate for the first position notwithstanding the reference to knowledge requirements. Thank you!

From: Kachur, Sarah [mailto:SKachur@jhhc.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2017 7:11 PM
To: Hadi Kharrazi <kharrazi@gmail.com>; Jonathan Weiner <jweiner1@jhu.edu>
Cc: Raffel, Martin <MRaffel@jhhc.com>
Subject: Analyst position openings

Hi Hadi and Jonathan,
I am reaching out to see if you know of any May grads-to-be who would be interested in analytic positions at JHHC.

I have two positions open for Population Health data analyst. That position requires knowledge of healthcare and skills in either SQL or SAS. The analyst would be working on population health projects for JHHC insurance products as well as the various programs (JMAP, HSCRC grant, etc).

In addition to my two, Martin has two positions for EPIC Report Writer. Those positions would be focused on developing population health activity reporting out of the JHHC EPIC instance and, once onboarded, would be trained in EPIC Reporting Workbench and Clarity.

If you know anyone please pass this along. Is there a message board or somewhere else within SPH where we could post?

Thanks, Sarah